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Freediving is about silence, the silence that comes from within
Many people are developing deeper interest in freediving and many avid freedivers are willing to share their passion for breath
hold diving. Freediving training has been booming over the last couple of years. It’s very common these days to find several PADI
freediving schools amidst the regular scuba shops or a place that offers both. Becoming a PADI scuba instructor was the choice of
career that could take you to tropical locations and allow you to share your passion for the ocean, but today teaching PADI freediving
also gives you that lifestyle and opportunity.
More people are making the decision to learn freediving instead of scuba diving, and explore the sea the natural way. So you can
either choose to add PADI Freediving to your PADI Dive instructor resume, adding another marketable skill as a scuba instructor, or
choose to pursue freediving as a career without taking the route of PADI Dive Instructor.
Once certified as a Master Freediver it is very easy to enrol in a Freediving Instructor course and become licensed to share your
knowledge with others. If you are already certified as a PADI Instructor you simply need to be certified as a Level 3 Freediver and can
apply as PADI Freediving Instructor.
Enrolling in one of our courses might be not just the start of a new passion, but that of a new career!
We choose to conduct freediving courses through the leading Freediving trainers at our locations. Platinum Course Director Mark
Soworka is a PADI Freediving Instructor and avidly working towards becoming a PADI Freediving Instructor Trainer, however partnering
with experienced freediving educators in our different locations ensures quality training for you.

